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Quotes
The Saturnalian Brotherhood The core of the control over Planet Earth's populace lies in ancient cults. These cults are still in existence to this day. Following the most ancient religions mixed with sexual worship. The main cults are the worship of the Planet Saturn (El), Moon (Isis), Venus (Lucifer) & Sun (Ra). Israel is located on the land formerly known as Canaan. Canaan was the most advanced post-deluvian civilisation on Earth. Outstripping both Egypt and Sumer in all areas. Now the center of trade, Holy land and soon the Divine Dragon's open 'Latin Kingdom,' when the Luciferian Vatican moves from Rome to Canaan.

Saturn was the father of Ceres, Jupiter, Veritas, Pluto, and Neptune, Juno, among others. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn_%28mythology%29

“Pan was a composite creature, the upper part–with the exception of his horns–being human, and the lower part in the form of a goat. (…)The pipes of Pan signify the natural harmony of the spheres, and the god himself is a symbol of Saturn because this planet is enthroned in Capricorn, whose emblem is a goat” -Manly P. Hall, Secret Teachings of All Ages

The Holy Sabbath is actually the worship of the planet Saturn. If you "keep the Sabbath," then you are carrying on the ancient worship of this pagan god. That is why he is worshipped on Saturn's Day -- which today we call "Saturday." http://www.jordanmaxwell.com/articles/religion/religion10.html Reference: The Sabbath Planet

Molech was the Canaanite version of the Egyptian god Set. The god Set was a homosexual god of evil. He was worshipped during ceremonies that involved human sacrifice, cannibalism and homosexual orgies. As the god of destruction, he became the god of the Egyptian military. In ancient Rome, he was worshipped as the god Saturn by the Roman military (often with baptism by blood). Thus we see that Satan (Set, Saturn, Molech etc.) was worshipped by Solomon and his wives as he grew old and senile. This involved heterosexual sex orgies (Ashteroth), homosexual sex orgies (Baal, Set, Satan, Molech), human sacrifice (Molech) and even cannibalism (Set, Molech). Our modern high-level military leadership appears to have the same values as the ancients. Our Military Ruling Classes: Part 1

The Jesuit Black Sun is loaded with Symbolism from the masculine saturnic energy with the straight rays. To the feminine luciferic energy with the spiral rays. To the H in the IHS
being Saturn symbolism. The Jesuits are the Saturnalian Brotherhood. The ten gallow hat as with most hats are nothing more than symbolism of Saturn and its 7 rings as one. The phallic body and its head enter the feminine circle opening of the hat creating a sexual union, a Generative Principle of both energies together. Your El and Astarte all in one Satan and Lucifer! Please note how the Crown is of Saturn. Crown comes from the word Chronos and Kronos the Greek Saturn God. The Father of Time and this is a reason why we have chronograph cLocks. The Royals and their Divine right to rule. We'll the Vatican is the Divine Dragon and they hand out the Monarchy titles still to this day. They are of Saturn based in ancient Saturnia. So these Divine Royals claim a right to rule because they worship thee God in their eyes known as El the Planet Saturn. The one who controls the Root Chakra of you. The first step on the Theological ladder to the light. Remember how I showed before how the Crown was symbolised as the Yod in the Yoni (the circle with the dot). Also tied in with the word Or-ange. Also note this word's links to Taaut.

Remember how the cross is actually not Holy or of Christ. This cross is actualy Satanic of Saturn. This is also why Jesus Christ (888) was killed upon the cross. Symbolism of Satan winning over Christ and the God Adonai. Utter blasphemous and hypocrisy by the Church of Rome and it's false claim of being Christian whilst infact it is the Dragon itself. Also the same of the phony organised pagan Protestant churches displaying these satanic, pagan symbols of the Palmyrium Schools of Babylon. You'll also not that the phallic masculine Saturn cross enters into the 'U' of the 'H' whilst we see a phallic arrow thing about to do the same in the lower 'U'. Remember the 'U' is symbolism for the feminine, so once again we have a Generative Principle of sexual union! Remember on how the cross is also a lower down symbol amongst the profane of Osiris. Osiris is represented as the golden phallic given him by Isis. So we have the golden phallic of Osiris entering the feminine opening. Please take note that the 'G' is of Saturn worship as well as sex. The 'G' is Generative Principle! When once rotates the 'G' anti-clockwise (banishing) then we have the symbol of the Hebrew for Pei. Remember the 'P' is a phallic! This is why we see the Austin Powers movie 'Gold Member' as we do. You'll also notice the Dutch bought up a lot in that movie, the Gold Member character is Dutch. Why is this? Well its because of the Royal House of Orange. Why? Well the word orange amongst other things is representative of gold. You'll notice the 'G' in that film has yet again an arrow entering the open feminine. Now lets have a quick look at the sexual union in the alphabet. We see the phallic 'P' and feminine vagina 'O' coming together creating insemination 'Q'. We then see the DNA creation 'S' whilst then the pregnancy 'B' then the giving of BiRth as the waters BReak 'R'. So you BRed in order to give BiRth in order for the baby (gateway to adulthood) to take its first BReath. Then you feed the baby on your BReast. Should have been taught the BiRds and the Bees. What do these do? They help POLEnate the plants. A pole is a phallic and usually used to impregnant Athirat (Earth). So in all your talking 'POQSBR' -CRAIG OXLEY


Before it became the monogram of Christ, the chi rho was the monogram of Chronos (whose name also begins with a Chi-rho), the god of time, and an emblem of several solar deities. In Hebrew, Chi-Rho equates to Tav-Resh. The chi rho was used in hermetic alchemical texts to denote time. http://symboldictionary.net/?p=2043
The Romans, according to their custom of identifying their deities with those of the Greek gods whose attributes were similar to their own, declared Cronus to be identical with their old agricultural divinity Saturn. They believed that after his defeat in the Titanomachia and his banishment from his dominions by Zeus, he took refuge with Janus, king of Italy, who received the exiled deity with great kindness, and even shared his throne with him. Their united reign became so thoroughly peaceful and happy, and was distinguished by such uninterrupted prosperity, that it was called the Golden Age. Saturn is usually represented bearing a sickle in the one hand and a wheat-sheaf in the other. A temple was erected to him at the foot of the Capitol Hill, in which were deposited the public treasury and the laws of the state.

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/22381/22381-h/22381-h.htm#page14

Christianity/Catholicism and the Jesuit Order are none other than a present day extension of the Saturnalian/Sat worship that predates the mainstream religions by over a millenia. These holy fathers, these "pa'triarchs of god (El/Sat) are pirates/pyrits, and it is a pirate that would fool a man to get what they want (missions ring a bell/bel/ba'al?). They seek mastery over serpentine energy/phyre (Archons/Arc-Cons). There are reasons why Sat is considered the father of gods and is worshiped as a fertile one, and thus there are reasons why Valentine's is a cunning plan of the worship of this god. These pyrits, or "holy fa-thers/pa-tri-arch", are the same as the priests who had dressed up in goatskin in ritual sacrifice for the horny goat gods of Sat. What has been cloaked is the worship/warship of these deities and replaced simply with the Saint, which now that you would know is a Satin, which you could call a priest of Sat.

http://www.resistance2010.com/forum/topics/valentine-or-veil-in-time?commentId=3228704%3AComment%3A133082

The identities of the Gods shift over time, and especially during the confusion of the end of the "Age of the Gods" in 3114 BC. Before 3114 BC, to the Egyptians, Saturn was Ra (the "Sun"), and late in the "Age of the Gods" Venus was possibly already identified as Isis, with Mars in the role of Osiris. After 3114 BC, Saturn is identified as Osiris and Jupiter at first as Seth, and later as Osiris, to eventually be known as Ra ("the Sun"). After 3114 BC Venus becomes first Neith and later Isis, but is also identified as Hathor. Mars returns as Horus. After 2500, however, Jupiter will become the main God, as the Midnight Sun, and called Re. His worship may have been instituted in Heliopolis (the city of On) soon after 3100 BC.


Saturn always had a negative, if not evil significance. In ancient times, it has been called “The Greater Malefic” which was opposed to Jupiter, “The Greater Benefic”. Saturn is esoterically associated with man’s limitations, restrictions, death and decay. His Greek name was “Kronos”, the ruler of time, time being the main factore inevitably leading to the death of mortals. Traditional representations of the “grim reaper” originate from the attributes of the god Saturn, who held the sickle with which he slain his father....Saturn has also been associated with Satan and this, for numerous reasons. First, many authors argue that the word Satan is derived from the word Saturn. Second, Saturn is associated with the color black as well as Satan. Third, Ancients considered Saturn to be the farthest planet from the sun, the latter being associated with the principle of Good. (Note that Pluto never was considered a planet). Saturn is consequently the celestial body that is the less exposed to the sun’s divine light and thus associated with the coldness of the principle of Evil. Finally, the “great god Pan”, the horned
deity, represented Saturn in ancient paganism. This half-man half-goat creature is considered the ancestor of our modern depictions of Satan.  


**Saturn**

Hebrew Name: *Shabbatai*

Hebrew Meaning: The "Sabbatic" from the Hebrew meaning "to cease."

Hebrew Theme: Cease, rest.

Saturn, with its huge rings, seven of them, was known in Talmudic Hebrew literature as a representation of the Shabbat (Sabbath). It earned this reputation because of its prolonged orbit around the Sun.

The planetary body Saturn, in the Hebrew language called *Shabbatai*—τb#$—comes from the three-letter Hebrew word Shabbat—τb#$. Shabbat, of course, refers to the seventh day of the week in Jewish reckoning, *Shabbatai* was the seventh planetary body known to the ancient Jews. Seven is a special number of rest and is addressed in Jewish numerology.

In the *Tanakh* (Bible), the heavenly body Saturn is referred to by the prophet Amos (5:26). Apparently the Babylonians named a god after Saturn and called it *Chiun*. Because this Babylonian god of stone was embraced by some of the Jews of the day, the One true G-d of their Fathers visited His anger upon them.

In Jewish commentaries, the legendary name given to the antichrist is Armilus. This Armilus will deceive the whole world into believing he is God and will reign over the whole world. He will come with ten kings and together they will fight over Jerusalem...Armilus will banish Israel 'to the wilderness' and it will be a time of unprecedented distress for Israel; there will be increasing famine, and the Gentiles will expel the Jews from their lands, and they will hide in caves and towers...God will war against the host of Armilus...and there will be a great deliverance for Israel and the kingdom of Heaven will spread over all the earth."

(Encyclopedia Judaica)

"Other references further describe Armilus as arising from the Roman empire, having miraculous powers, and being born to a stone statue of a virgin (which is why he is called "the son of stone"). It is also interesting that he makes this statue "the chief of all idolatry" with the result that "all the Gentiles will bow down to her, burn incense and pour out libations to her."

(In Search of Temple Treasures, Randall Price)

Later, some rabbis in the middle ages interpreted the position and movement of both planetary bodies *Shabbatai* and *Tzedeq* (Jupiter) as a sign of imminent Messianic redemption.

(Signs in the Heavens, Avi Ben Mordechai)

“Pan was a composite creature, the upper part—with the exception of his horns—being human, and the lower part in the form of a goat. (…) The pipes of Pan signify the natural harmony of the spheres, and the god himself is a symbol of Saturn because this planet is enthroned in Capricorn, whose emblem is a goat” -Manly P. Hall, Secret Teachings of All Ages

“The Fraternitas Saturni (FS), the Brotherhood of Saturn, has become known to English readers through fragmentary descriptions which emphasize the sensational, sex-magical aspects of this lodge’s work or else its darker, more Satanic, side. This is understandable in light of the fact that the FS is (or was) the most unabashedly Luciferian organization in the modern Western occult revival, and its practice of sexual occultism perhaps the most elaborately detailed of any such lodge. The FS represents a unique blend of astrological cosmology, neo-Gnostic daemonology, sexual occultism, and Freemasonic organizational principles. This grand synthesis was originally the vision of one man, the long-time Grand Master of the FS, Gregor A. Gregorius.”
-Stephen E. Flowers, Fire & Ice: The History, Structure, and Rituals of Germany’s Most Influential Modern Magical Order: The Brotherhood of Saturn

Symbols

Ring
“Pan was a composite creature, the upper part—with the exception of his horns—being human, and the lower part in the form of a goat. (…) The pipes of Pan signify the natural harmony of the spheres, and the god himself is a symbol of Saturn because this planet is enthroned in Capricorn, whose emblem is a goat” - Manly P. Hall, Secret Teachings of All Ages

So Pan was depicted with horns due to the fact it represented Saturn, the ruler of the house of Capricorn which symbol is a goat. Pan was the controlling spirit of the lower worlds. He was portrayed roaming through the forests, penis erect, drunk and lascivious, frolicking with nymphs and piping his way through the wild. We might say he ruled the lower nature of man, its animal side, not unlike Satan. [http://andyettheydeny.blogspot.com/2010/01/occult-symbolism-saturn-worship.html](http://andyettheydeny.blogspot.com/2010/01/occult-symbolism-saturn-worship.html)
Saturn devouring one of his children by Peter Paul Rubens
Hexagram Saturn's north pole "The Mystery Hexagon of Saturn"

The Cube of Saturn http://youtu.be/6aoXDxkV6i8

Sigil of saturn
The sum of each row gives an equal of 15, and 1+5=6

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
4 & 9 & 2 \\
3 & 5 & 7 \\
8 & 1 & 6 \\
\end{array}
\]

And the explanation of this so called "holy square of saturn" its the following: if we separate the 9 numbers in three parts, (1 2 3) (4 5 6) (7 8 9), and if a line its draw from the first to the last number: 1 to 2 to 3, another line starting in the number 4 to 5 to 6, and the last line draw from 7 to 8 to 9, the following symbol its created.

And in Qabbalism 1+2+3=6; 4+5+6=15, 1+5=6; 7+8+9=24, 2+4=6.

SO YOU GOT THE 666!

This glyph represents the planet Saturn
An Ordo Saturnus Ritual Drawing done by Fritz Springmeier based on a drawing done by an eyewitness.
Snake Dragon Arm, Hammer & Sickle of Saturn
Ze’ev Orzech writes from Corvallis, Ore.: “I am intrigued by the connection between the Hebrew name for the planet Saturn, shabtal, which comes from Shabbat, and the word ‘Saturn’s day’ or ‘Saturn’s day.’” How, he asks, are we to explain this?

That there is indeed a connection seems beyond doubt. The question is what came first. Did non-Jews call the seventh day of the week “Saturn’s day” because Jews called Saturn shabtal — that is, the Sabbath planet — or did Jews call Saturn shabtal because non-Jews called the seventh day of the week “Saturn’s day”?

To answer this question, we have to inquire when the word shabtal was introduced into Hebrew and when dies Saturni, “Saturn’s day,” entered Latin, from where it eventually spread to other European languages, including English.

The earliest Hebrew text containing the names of the planets is Bereshit Rabba, a compendium of midrashim on the Book of Genesis, probably first put into writing in the fifth century C.E. In one place in it, there is mention of how long it takes the six independently moving celestial bodies of the moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn to orbit the seventh body, the sun. Mercury is called kokhav hama (“the Sun Star”); Venus, noga (“Brightness”); Mars, ma’adim (“The Red One”); Jupiter, tsedek (“Justice”), and Saturn, shabtal. (Uranus and Pluto, which cannot be made out with the naked eye, were unknown to the ancient world.) But when this gives us a latest possible date for the existence of these Hebrew words, it does not give us an earliest one: Although they are undoubtedly post-biblical, they quite conceivably could be considerably older than the redaction of Bereshit Rabba.
Praeparatio Evangelica IV.xvi: “Kronos [El] was deified in the star Saturn.” This statement is quoted by Eusebius from Philo’s redaction of the lost Phoenician History of Sanchuniathon. Some classical writers, among them Tacitus (Histories V.4) alleged that the Jews were worshippers of Saturn; cf. Augustine’s refutation in Contra Faustum Manichaeum XX. 13.
The following is a painting of "Saturn devouring his son" by RUBENS... note the threes stars of six points which forms an obvios 666.
A very successful and well-known rock group called "Black Sabbath." The name is appropriate, because the Sabbath is the celebration of Saturn, whose symbolic color in the ancient world was always black.  
Banner or emblem of Cardinal William Baum
Banner of Cardinal Paulo Evaristo.
Edmund Casimir Cardinal Szoka is the President Emeritus of the Governatorate of Vatican City State. His banner looks like the flag of Turkey, and has a crescent moon in its center.
Cardinal Albert Vanhoye was born in France, and is a priest that represent the Jesuits who has formed the “Society of Jesus”. His banner must be the best proof there is, that the Roman Catholic celebration of the Eucharist, is worship of the sun god. A more visual evidence can hardly be found inside the Vatican system
